AVIS AUSTRALIA – CAR FLEET SHEET

Standard Inclusions in all Cars: Air conditioning, airbags, ABS, power windows, Bluetooth, tilt wheel, AUX & USB Input, CD/MP3 and central locking. Not all vehicles, options and accessories are available from all locations - contact your nearest Avis location for full details.

**ECONOMY** Holden Barina Spark or similar  
Car Code: ECMR
- Manual/Auto
- 4 Cylinder
- 3/5 Door Hatch

**COMPACT** Kia Rio or similar  
Car Code: CCAR
- Automatic
- 4 Cylinder
- 5 Door Hatch

**INTERMEDIATE** Toyota Corolla or similar  
Car Code: ICAR
- Automatic
- 4 Cylinder
- 5 Door Hatch

**STANDARD** Toyota Corolla Sedan or similar  
Car Code: SCAR
- Automatic
- 4/6 Cylinder
- 4 Door Sedan

**FULL SIZE ELITE** Holden SV6 or similar  
Car Code: GDAR
- Automatic
- 6 Cylinder
- 4 Door Sedan
- Cruise Control
- Traction Control

**COMPACT SUV** Mitsubishi ASX or similar  
Car Code: CFAR
- Automatic
- 4 Cylinder
- 5 Door SUV

**FULL SIZE WAGON** Holden SV6 or similar  
Car Code: FWAR
- Automatic
- 6 Cylinder
- 5 Door Wagon
- Traction Control
- Cruise Control

**INTERMEDIATE SUV** Toyota RAV4 or similar  
Car Code: IFAR
- Automatic
- 4 Cylinder
- 5 Door SUV

**PREMIUM** Holden Calais or similar  
Car Code: PCAR
- Automatic
- 6 Cylinder
- 5 Door Wagon
- Cruise Control
- Traction Control

**LARGE SUV** Toyota Kluger or similar  
Car Code: FFAR
- Automatic
- 4/6 Cylinder
- 5 Door SUV

**FULL SIZE** Toyota Camry or similar  
Car Code: FCAR
- Automatic
- 8 Cylinder
- 4 Door Sedan
- Traction Control
- Parking Sensors
- Sat Nav
- Cruise Control
- Power Seats
- DVD Player w/ Dual LCD screens
- Tri-Zone Climate Control

**FULL SIZE VAN** Kia Carnival or similar  
Car Code: FVAR
- Automatic
- 4/6 Cylinder
- Dual Sliding Doors
- 5 Door Van

**PRESTIGE** Holden Caprice V or similar  
Car Code: LLAR
- Automatic
- 4/6 Cylinder
- 5 Door Wagon
- Traction Control
- Cruise Control

**FULL SIZE 4WD** Mitsubishi Pajero Sports Exceed or similar  
Car Code: PFAR
- Automatic
- 4/6 Cylinder
- 5 Door 4WD

**COMPACT SUV** Mitsubishi ASX or similar  
Car Code: CFAR
- Automatic
- 4 Cylinder
- 5 Door SUV

**ECO FRIENDLY** Toyota Camry Hybrid or similar  
Car Code: FDAR
- Automatic Electric/Petrol Hybrid
- 4 Cylinder
- 4 Door Sedan

**INTERMEDIATE SUV** Toyota RAV4 or similar  
Car Code: IFAR
- Automatic
- 4 Cylinder
- 5 Door SUV

**FULL SIZE VAN** Kia Carnival or similar  
Car Code: FVAR
- Automatic
- 4/6 Cylinder
- Dual Sliding Doors
- 5 Door Van

Seating Capacity: 1 Overnight Bag (20L) | 1 Medium Suitcase (70L) | 1 Large Suitcase (100L) | ABS = Anti-Skid Braking System

**Important Notice:** Cars and particular car groups are subject to availability and may vary by location. Reservations can only be accepted by car group, not by specific make or model. Specifications and car group data are supplied by manufacturers. Specifications are given as a general guide only and these are subject to change without notice. Occasionally, manufacturers cannot supply equipment ordered and it may vary at certain locations. Boot capacity is only an estimate of the number of suitcases that will fit into the vehicle. In station wagons, hatchbacks and 4WDs luggage capacity varies depending on position of rear seat. *Available at selected locations. 2017-A00037